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FORT WAYNE ROLLER DERBY FWROLLERDERBY



Formerly known as the Fort Wayne Derby Girls and Fort Wayne Derby Brats, 

we have merged and rebranded together to Fort Wayne Roller Derby. 
Our league now includes all ages (6 years old and up), and all genders. We 

also have a new venue for home games: the Sport One Parkview Icehouse. 

We deeply appreciate your support and hope to continue to see you as a 

patron, volunteer or even a new skater!

12:00pm FWRD and Friends Juniors Mashup
 
  
2:00pm   Open Gender:  
   Fort Wayne Roller Derby vs South Bend 

   
6:30pm  After Party at Granite City (ALL AGES)

Fort wayne roller derby

TONIGHT’S Schedule

TONIGHT’S CHARITY

3809 Coldwater Rd

Positive Resource Connection is a 501(c)(3) 
non-profit organization who helps serve our 
community by preventing new cases of HIV, 
AIDS, Hepatitis, and STDs, by offering testing, 
prevention help, and client services. Learn more 
about how they help and what they do on their 
website: positiveresourceconnection.org



Fort wayne roller derby
Thank you to ALL OF OUR volunteers 
and officials
It takes numerous volunteers to bring roller derby to our fans. Skating of-
ficials, NSOs (Non-skating officials), photographers, coaches, medics, and 
many more. We are grateful for every single person who helps us leave it all 
on the track. If you’re interested in becoming an official (we can teach you!) 
or helping out behind the scenes, reach out via Facebook or stop in during 
one of our practices on Tuesday nights!

Special thanks to our Super Fans!
Sofie & Stephanie Warren, North Adams Community Schools Lunch Ladies, 

North Adams Lunch Ladies, Doug Dalton, Golden Corral, Shae Salon,  

Rayz-n-Sprayz Tanning Salon, Coldwell Banker, Lengerich Chiropractic,  

Kay Saylor, American Legion Aux. Unit 43 and Element Energy 



JAMMER: Fights through the pack and scores points by 
passing members of the opposing team. They wear the 
helmet cover with stars on the sides.

BLOCKERS: The skaters without helmet covers trying to 
stop the opposing jammer and help their own jammer. 
There can be up to four blockers for each team in a jam.

PIVOT: The blocker wearing the helmet cover with a stripe 
is the only blocker who can receive a “star pass” to take 
the place of the jammer in the middle of a jam.

Scoring Points

Player Positions

Jams begin with one jammer for each team behind the line and the 
blockers in front of it. When the whistle blows, the jammers blast off and 
fight their way through the pack of blockers. The first jammer to success-
fully pass all of the opposing team’s blockers (while in bounds) becomes 
lead jammer for that jam.

After making the initial pass, each jammer receives one point for each 
member of the opposing team that they legally pass the next time 
around. Each jam lasts up to two minutes, or until the lead jammer calls 
off that jam by tapping their hips.

You’ll often see the lead jammer call off the jam as the opposing jammer 
is nearing the pack, right before the opposing jammer has a chance to 
score any points.

On their scoring pass, jammers earn points for any opposing skaters 
serving a penalty. 

BASIC GAME PLAY



BASIC GAME PLAY
Penalties

Penalties are served for 30 seconds off the track and can occur for a 
number of reasons, but some of the most common are:

Cutting the track – Passing an opposing player while out of bounds

Multiplayer blocks – Creating an impenetrable wall (usually by 
grabbing and holding another player)

Illegal blocking – Using an illegal body part to hit (forearms,  
elbows), tripping, clotheslining, or hitting another player in an illegal 
zone (middle of the back, above the neck, below the knees)

BASIC RULES

Target Zone Blocking Zone



1111  STAR

77 BOO BOO  BRUISER

721 LAHAPA 8029 MORGUE N DONOR

37 CHEWBLOCCA

2  BAD KARMA

47  AK

COACH THREATS

66 jace of spades

555  FLEX APPEAL

841 QUANTUM LEAP

13 SAYLOR

COACH DAN DA MAN COACH KILLER BEE

1959  BUCKWYLD BARBIE





JUNIORS MASHUP

BLACK TEAM WHITE TEAM
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Aniyahlator

systematic

baby ghoul

blackwidow

star fire

wildcat

banshee

aqua

mischief

sparkelz of doom

goldi blocks

noah balboa

mia mayhem

punk rocker

lil jammer

double deckher

the breeze

big dog

poison ivy

manic maci

honey bee

ash the dash

cryptid caller

wicked willow

twighlight spar-kill

slamabro

mz. b haven




